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This site can earn affiliate commissions from links on this page. Terms of use. Go Wireless: Your Unwired WorldPicking Right TopologyUnwiring It UpBuild Home Media Network ServerSecure Your Wireless NetworkInece your game ConsoleIntegrate Portable Wireless Wireless for your CarPDAs are wireless by design
and although almost all of them have integrated IR (old hat in these devices), only higher models have a true built-in wireless (802.11) PDAs are still not the friendliest surfing places on the web, due to their small displays, but getting rreal-time information in the PDA without having to do hot synchronization is a definite
upgrade - and increasingly, a standard feature. To help you, we've compiled 11 of the best wireless-enabled PDAs. (It's like the top ten list, except for one better!) We also outlined how to connect the two main OSes PDA to the wireless network. So let's get connected. Ryan Grant Atheros Communications Incorporated
is a company that provides Internet connectivity. Atheros also provides a wide range of services such as wireless Internet connection, Bluetooth connectivity and more. Atheros Communications Incorporated was formed more than 10 years ago, in 1998. Atheros is equipped with a wireless LAN tool called JumpStart.
JumpStart, in fact, is an easy-to-use installation master that lets you set up the network with one click. JumpStart also has the ability to add additional devices to the network, including MP3 players, digital media players, gaming devices, digital cameras and cell phones. Atheros is one of the leaders in WLAN performance
(wireless local network). Atheros uses a technology called signal-resistant, which improves data speeds of up to 50 percent. Atheros also provides its customers with advanced wireless capabilities called Super G and Super AG, a technology they have developed themselves. Super G and Super AG provide its users with
an amazing data speed of 108 MB/s (Megabytes per second). Atheros also includes another technology they have created, called WNPU (Wireless Network Processors), which improves Ethernet support and data transmission. Chad Buleen In order to connect to a wireless network on your computer, you need to be
within reach of the network. You can use the Dialog Window Connection to the network to find any of the wireless networks that are in your vicinity. The list of wireless networks that appears in this box not only displays the names of the networks, but also includes the signal strength of each of the listed networks. Click
Start and select The Panel From the menu. Click on the Network Connections link. Click on an icon that shows two blue computer screens in the Network Connections window. Click View Available Wireless When The Next Window Window Now you'll see a list of all the wireless networks in your vicinity. Tap the right
button of the wireless icon in the bottom right corner of the computer screen. The icon will look either like a computer screen or a series of bars in order of increasing height. A Connection window will appear. Click Update on the right side of the window. Check out the list that appears. The list includes wireless networks
in your area. Today's home network can include a wide range of wireless devices, from computers and phones to IP cameras, smart TVs and connected devices. Taking basic measures to keep your home network safe will help protect your devices and your information from compromise. Going wireless usually requires
an internet hotspot connection - like a cable or DSL modem - to a wireless router that sends a signal through the air, sometimes up to several hundred feet. Any device within reach can pull the signal out of the air and access the Internet. If you don't take certain precautions, anyone nearby can use your network. This
means that your neighbors - or any hacker nearby - can piggyback into your network or access information on your device. If an unauthorized person uses your network to commit a crime or send spam, the action can be traced back to your account. Use encryption in the wireless network As soon as you go wireless, you
have to encrypt the information you send over the wireless network, so that nearby attackers can not eavesdrop on those messages. Encryption scrambles the information you send to the code to make it unavailable to others. Using encryption is the most effective way to protect your network from intruders. There are two
main types of encryption available: Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) and Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP). Your computer, router and other hardware should use the same encryption. WPA2 is the strongest; Use it if you have a choice. It should protect you from most hackers. Some older routers only use WEP encryption,
which probably won't protect you from some common hacking programs. Consider buying a new router with WPA2. Wireless routers often come with the encryption function turned off. You have to turn it on. The directions that come with the router should explain how. If they don't, check the company's website. Limit
access to the network Allow access to the wireless network only to certain devices. Each device capable of communicating with the network is assigned a unique address by the Media Access Authority (MAC). Wireless routers usually have only devices with specific mac addresses can access the network. Some hackers
have imitated MAC addresses, so don't rely on this step alone. A secure router is also important to protect your network from internet attacks while keeping your router safe. Your router directs between the local network and the Internet. So, this is your first line of defense to defend against such attacks. If you do not take
steps to ensure the safety of the router, strangers can access sensitive personal or financial information on your device. Strangers can also seize control of your router to direct you to fraudulent websites. Change the default router name. The router name (often referred to as a service kit ID, or SSID) is likely to be the
default standard assigned by the manufacturer. Change the name to something unique that only you know. Change the router's pre-set password (s). The wireless router maker probably assigned it a standard default password that allows you to customize and control the router as its administrator. Hackers know these
default passwords, so change it to something only you know. The same goes for any default password users. Use long and complex passwords - think at least 12 characters, with a combination of numbers, characters, and the top and bottom letters of the case. Visit the company's website to learn how to change your
password. Turn off all Remote Control functions. Some routers offer remote access to router control, for example, so that the manufacturer can provide technical support. Never leave this feature on. Hackers can use them to get into your home network. Sign in as an administrator: After setting up the router, come out as
an administrator to reduce the risk that someone might piggyback on the session to gain control of the device. Keep your router up to date: To be safe and efficient, the software that comes with the router needs periodic updates. Before setting up a new router and periodically afterwards, visit the manufacturer's website
to see if there is a new version of the software available for download. To make sure you hear about the latest version, register the router with the manufacturer and sign up for updates. And when you protect your router, be sure to protect your computer too. Use the same basic computer security techniques that you
would have for any computer connected to the Internet. For example, use security features such as antivirus, antispy and firewall, and prepare these protections in the right state. Protect your network while mobile access apps now allow you to access your home network from your mobile device. Before you do that, make
sure some security features are in place. Use password in any app that gets access to your network. Log out of the app when you're not using it. Thus, no one else can access the app if your phone is lost or stolen. The password protects your phone or other mobile device. Even if your app has a strong password, it's
best to protect your device with one, too. Admit it; we're all mooched off someone else's WiFi network at one point or or However, the world of WiFi is not as innocent as we would like to believe. Connecting to an unsafe wireless network can leave your computer or mobile device susceptible to multiple security threats and
unwanted activities. Not only that, but unauthorized users can slow down your connection to scan, access your personal data, or even use the network to perform shady actions that can be traced back to you. While this may seem incredibly complicated (what is WPA, anyway?), securing your wireless network is pretty
simple. It just takes a bit of standard encryption, restricting access and creativity of passwords. We're here to help you secure your wireless network so you can thwart annoying intruders and protect your oh-so-precious personal data from falling into the wrong hands. We can't guarantee that this will be kept under the
protection of the hacking guru down the block - but that's the beginning. Basics When accessing a wireless connection, you're usually picking up an Internet connection sent wirelessly from a router or a similar device. If you are unprotected, any computer within reach can access that network. Most routers can be
accessed by typing 192.168.1.1 into the browser address rack and entering the username and password. The defaults vary from router to router. Check the tutorial enabled with the router for the default IP address, username and password. If it's not available, try finding a default router by routerpasswords.com or cirt.net.
Most security options can only be accessed through an administrative console and router settings. Enable encryption is one of your first lines of defense when it comes to securing a wireless network. It encodes data sent wirelessly between the device and the router, essentially scrambling information and restricting open
access. There are two main types of encryption that you can use: Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP): introduced in the late 1990s, WPA was one of the first available security algorithms to help provide a secure network. While it may still be an option for older routers and hardware, it has demonstrated numerous flaws over
the years, essentially leading to its demise as far as internet security is concerned. It's better than nothing, but it's outdated and pretty easy to crack. Secure Wi-Fi Access (WPA and WPA2): Developed as the successor to WEP, WPA and WPA2 are two of the most common advanced security protocols currently used to
protect wireless networks. The encryption keys they change every time a device gets access to the network, making it more difficult to hack than WEP. WPA2 is the encryption of choice. Keep in mind that your device, router and any other hardware used should use the same encryption to work properly. Your network is
as secure as the least secure device connected to it. If you have an old router, we we replacing it with one that has the ability to WPA2. If you're serious about providing your wireless network, check out our wireless router buying guide for some helpful tips. Wireless routers are often not configured with the encryption
feature enabled, and you'll need to turn it on before you select security settings. Most manufacturers will include instructions on how to enable security, while others will go even further and provide a master setup that will include security settings when first accessing the router. If they don't, check the company's website
for more information. Choose WPA2 if possible and create a strong password to ensure limited access. Try a combination of letters and numbers that only you would know. In addition, the longer the password, the harder it will be to crack. Aim for 10 characters or more. Check out our guide to collecting strong passwords
for more information. Change the default router make sure to change the router's factory presets (i.e. login and admin password) to something safer to prevent access to unauthorized users and change router settings. You can also change the name of the Service Kit ID (SSID) while you're working. Most router
manufacturers will simply name SSID after a manufacturer such as Linksys, but it's a good idea to change the name so others don't assume that you're using the default router username and password as well. Turn off SSID broadcasting SSID features as a broadcast message that notifies your presence on any device
within your network's range. All wireless routers have the ability to disable this broadcast, which hides your network from people who may want to access it. It won't encrypt your data, but no one will try to access a network they don't know what you have. However, this option is not for everyone as some devices have
problems connecting to wireless networks if they do not broadcast SSID. Allow ACCESS based on MAC addresses Every network device - from desktops to tablets - is equipped with a unique, identifying number called Machine Access Code (MAC). The most common wireless routers will be able to filter access solely
based on the MAC address, allowing wireless access only to devices that you have previously fertilized and banning all others. Simply add mac addresses to the router's administrative settings to enable the filtering option. The process of finding a MAC address for a particular device depends on which device you intend
to use. Use Windows to open the command hint, type cmd and press Enter. Then type ipconfig .all and hit Enter again to view your computer's detailed list of IP settings. The MAC address will be listed as a Physical Address, or six pairs of alphabetical characters located separately dash. When used OS X, open the
system preference bar, click on the Network option and select WiFi from the list in the left column. From there, click on the Advanced option to see the Mac address (it will be listed in Wi-Fi ID). Other devices, such as a smartphone or tablet, will take a little more detective work, but you can always contact the owner's
guide if you are having trouble finding where the information is listed. You can clone a mac address to trick the router, so restricting access based on MAC addresses should be used in alongside other precautions. Limiting the DHCP host dynamic configuration protocol allows you to limit the number of IP addresses that
a router can assign to a wireless network, thereby limiting the number of devices that can connect. You can do this, access the router's administrative setup, and update the number of devices you want to connect (both wired and wireless). A decent hacker can bypass security measures, but this is likely to keep the
everyday user at bay. Reducing the range of wireless signals often proves more difficult to access a wireless network that is not in range. Your router can have fantastic signal power, but what if you live in an apartment building where other tenants live just on the other side of the wall? Try limiting the router signal range
to just a specific area through one or more options. This can take a bit of trial and error, depending on the method. Some routers will give you the ability to reduce transmission power in administrative settings. If possible, change the router mode to 802.11g instead of higher strong signals such as 802.11n or 802.11b, or
use a separate wireless channel as a whole. Older-school approaches to limiting wireless signal include placing a router in certain areas of your home, away from windows, under the bed, or in the closet. You can also try wrapping foil around the router's antennas to better direct the wireless signal, but it can also slow
down the connection or even increase the strength of the signal depending on how you do it. Turning off remote administration privileges By disabling remote administration privileges is a great way to close the door for anyone who wants to access security settings. The option should be located in the router's
administrative settings and requires that all security changes be changed directly through a wired connection to the router. Try one or all of them it's hard to fully secure your wireless network, but these steps will ensure that your wireless signal is better protected. Use a combination all) steps while ensuring the security of
wireless networks, not just one or two of the methods. Also, remember that you can always turn off your wireless network when not being used as an extra precaution. Security is not something On. Editors' recommendations atheros ar5007eg wireless network adapter. atheros ar5007eg wireless network adapter driver
xp. atheros ar5007eg wireless network adapter windows 10. atheros ar5007eg wireless network adapter specs. atheros ar5007eg wireless network adapter problems. atheros ar5007eg wireless network adapter drivers. atheros ar5007eg wireless network adapter driver windows 7. atheros ar5007eg wireless network
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